Aht’Wy Plaza Interchange

May 2019 update
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About the pictures above:

Earlier this month, ITD operations crews shifted the westbound right turn lane into the east entrance of the plaza to improve line of sight for turning drivers as they exit.

The modification will prevent drivers turning into the plaza from shielding other vehicles in the through lanes.

This was identified as a factor in recent fatal crashes and recommended by the joint road safety audit as a possible solution to be implemented before the planned interchange.

The project team meets regularly and includes NPT, J-U-B Engineering and ITD. At the latest meeting, the team discussed fencing and pedestrian facilities. They also reviewed preliminary staging for construction.

visit the project website

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in efforts to improve safety on US-12/US-95 near Aht’Wy Plaza.

This periodic email is a combination of efforts between the Nez Perce Tribe and the Idaho Transportation Department to keep members of the public informed, particularly on progress with the design of an interchange for the east entrance.

Follow NPT

Follow ITD